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Abstract: Velocity is a vendor neutral clinical intelligence solution for a cancer care team to seamlessly 
collect and integrate all oncology data including medical imaging treatment, and metadata into a 
comprehensive longitudinal view of the cancer patient. For radiation oncology users, there are a variety 
of reasons for adopting Velocity into their departments including overall workflow improvements, 
integration with radiology PACS and diagnostic imaging, and a desire to leverage the advanced pre-and-
post treatment planning and response assessment tools. In today’s radiation oncology department, the 
features of Velocity complement existing treatment planning systems, treatment delivery systems and 
record-and-verify systems.  
 

The Velocity Platform automatically imports data from any vendor using any method such as CDs or 
DICOM. Velocity also offers a web-based import workflow. Regardless of the commercial planning 
system, Velocity imports and stores all imaging datasets, radiation therapy plans, dose distributions, 
and structure data. This happens effortlessly in the background, and does not require any manual 
intervention from the user. Since the Velocity Platform is vendor-neutral to planning system data, users 
leverage its capabilities to archive and unite all therapy plans, whether they were created 
on current planning systems, legacy planning systems, or brought in from externally planned and 
delivered prior courses of radiation therapy. 
 

The Velocity Platform allows deformation and tracking of all imaging data. Velocity’s robust multi-
modality deformation technology does not limit the user to CT volumes – MRI, PET/CT,SPECT, and other 
data can be deformed without issue. Native PET SUV, MRI ADC, and other functional and biological data 
can be viewed, analyzed, and saved after deformation into new anatomical coordinates. Additionally, 
auto-segmentation based on gradient, signal-to-background ratio, and threshold are available for all 
functional and biological modalities before and after deformation. 
 

Velocity allows tracking and mapping of delivered dose from any time point and anatomical coordinate 
space to any other, regardless of weight loss or change in position of patient during imaging. This allows 
users to sum doses over multiple plans, courses, and deliveries of radiation therapy. Additionally, the 
Velocity Platform can scale and calculate biological equivalent dose (BED) over treatments, which occur 
with different fractionation, dose rate, or treatment modality. 
 

Velocity has incorporated Quality assurance (QA) software tools for assessing the accuracy of a 
deformable registration. Users can assess tissue/voxel intensity overlay, assess the deformable warp 
map, and display the difference map between two registered images. 
 

Velocity is an Imaging Informatics platform that allows the user to store all the data in a central 
repository thus allowing the user to see the past and present imaging data as well as make clinical 
decisions on the future of the patients’ treatment. 
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